Whole-exome sequencing is a valuable diagnostic tool for inherited peripheral neuropathies: Outcomes from a cohort of 50 families.
The inherited peripheral neuropathies (IPNs) are characterized by marked clinical and genetic heterogeneity and include relatively frequent presentations such as Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease and hereditary motor neuropathy, as well as more rare conditions where peripheral neuropathy is associated with additional features. There are over 250 genes known to cause IPN-related disorders but it is estimated that in approximately 50% of affected individuals a molecular diagnosis is not achieved. In this study, we examine the diagnostic utility of whole-exome sequencing (WES) in a cohort of 50 families with 1 or more affected individuals with a molecularly undiagnosed IPN with or without additional features. Pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants in genes known to cause IPN were identified in 24% (12/50) of the families. A further 22% (11/50) of families carried sequence variants in IPN genes in which the significance remains unclear. An additional 12% (6/50) of families had variants in novel IPN candidate genes, 3 of which have been published thus far as novel discoveries (KIF1A, TBCK, and MCM3AP). This study highlights the use of WES in the molecular diagnostic approach of highly heterogeneous disorders, such as IPNs, places it in context of other published neuropathy cohorts, while further highlighting associated benefits for discovery.